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Drug discovery and development is a complex, lengthy process, and failure of a candidate molecule can
occur as a result of a combination of reasons, such as poor pharmacokinetics, lack of efficacy, or toxicity.
Successful drug candidates necessarily represent a compromise between the numerous, sometimes competing
objectives so that the benefits to patients outweigh potential drawbacks and risks. De novo drug design
involves searching an immense space of feasible, druglike molecules to select those with the highest chances
of becoming drugs using computational technology. Traditionally, de novo design has focused on designing
molecules satisfying a single objective, such as similarity to a known ligand or an interaction score, and
ignored the presence of the multiple objectives required for druglike behavior. Recently, methods have
appeared in the literature that attempt to design molecules satisfying multiple predefined objectives and
thereby produce candidate solutions with a higher chance of serving as viable drug leads. This paper describes
the Multiobjective Evolutionary Graph Algorithm (MEGA), a new multiobjective optimization de novo
design algorithmic framework that can be used to design structurally diverse molecules satisfying one or
more objectives. The algorithm combines evolutionary techniques with graph-theory to directly manipulate
graphs and perform an efficient global search for promising solutions. In the Experimental Section we present
results from the application of MEGA for designing molecules that selectively bind to a known pharmaceutical
target using the ChillScore interaction score family. The primary constraints applied to the design are based
on the identified structure of the protein target and a known ligand currently marketed as a drug. A detailed
explanation of the key elements of the specific implementation of the algorithm is given, including the
methods for obtaining molecular building blocks, evolving the chemical graphs, and scoring the designed
molecules. Our findings demonstrate that MEGA can produce structurally diverse candidate molecules
representing a wide range of compromises of the supplied constraints and thus can be used as an “idea
generator” to support expert chemists assigned with the task of molecular design.
INTRODUCTION

Drug discovery focuses on identifying molecules that
selectively bind and interact with specific biological receptors
and cause a certain desired behavior. The ability to interact
is controlled by the molecular structure of the drug and
namely by its complementarity to the targeted receptor site.
The complementarity refers not only to shape but also to
electrostatic and hydrophobicity properties of the receptor
site.1-6 However, not all potent binding molecules are
suitable as drugs. In order to be truly effective within a living
organism a molecule must satisfy several additional properties, including pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics, solubility, and toxicity. These properties depend on the way a
drug behaves “in vivo” (i.e., in the living organism to be
treated) and how well it reaches the region of the target
without binding nonselectively to other receptors.7 An
additional equally important requirement drugs need to
satisfy is synthetic feasibility. The presence of these requirements turn drug discovery into a multiobjective problem in
which any candidate solution needs to fulfill multiple
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objectives concurrently. Given that molecular graphs define
the structure or at least the conformational space of a given
molecule, drug design can be thought of as an optimal graph
design problem that seeks to identify compounds that show
a number of favorable properties, such as potent and specific
binding, favorable pharmacokinetics properties, low toxicity,
and synthetic feasibility.
Computational de novo drug design involves searching an
immense space of feasible, druglike molecules to select those
with the highest chances of becoming drugs.2 Modeled after
traditional experimental procedures, which typically follow
a sequential optimization paradigm, most de novo design
research has been ignoring the multiobjective nature of the
problem and focused on the optimization of one molecular
property at a time.8 Typically the property serving as the
primary objective has been similar to a known ligand or an
interaction score with a target receptor. Multiobjective
optimization (MOOP) methods introduce a new approach
for optimization that is founded on compromises and tradeoffs among the various, potentially conflicting objectives.
A typical example of a problem with conflicting objectives
from drug discovery is the design of chemical structures with
increased potency to a specific target and no toxic effects.
The aim of MOOP methods is to discover a set of satisfactory
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compromise solutions and, through them, the globally
optimal solution(s) by optimizing numerous dependent
properties simultaneously.9 A major benefit of MOOP
methods is that local optima corresponding to one objective
can be avoided by consideration of all the objectives
simultaneously, thereby escaping single objective dead-ends
and leading to a more efficient overall process. Encouraged
by successful applications of this technology in a number
of scientific fields9 and the initial successes of related
research in the drug discovery field4,10 we propose a general
algorithmic framework for designing chemical structures (i.e.,
molecular graphs) that satisfy several pharmaceutically
important requirements. The approach we have chosen to
follow combines multiobjective evolutionary algorithms with
local search techniques and expands evolutionary algorithms
by incorporating novel features, such as self-adaptation
capabilities. The resulting hybrid algorithms are customized
for graph design and optimization and are enhanced with
problem specific knowledge.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section presents the requirements set for the proposed
system followed by a section that reviews related methodology and background information. The proposed methodology
is then described in detail. Next, the experimental settings
and the results from the application of the method on
designing compounds is described followed by a discussion
of our findings. The final section of our paper contains our
conclusions and future work plans.
DE NOVO DESIGN SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

In a multiobjective problem setting multiple equivalent
solutions representing different compromises among the
objectives are possible. Although in many applications the
presence of multiple solutions may be considered a problem,
and therefore methods for selecting a priori the single ‘best’
solution are often employed, in drug discovery the availability of several diverse solutions that can serve as leads is
generally preferred. Based on this requirement a truly
multiobjective de novo design system must be able to
produce multiple, diverse solutions and enable users to
choose a posteriori from a variety of candidates. Considering
the combinatorial nature of the problem, the system must
also employ a powerful search strategy in order to detect
the best possible solutions within a reasonable amount of
time. The strategy must be able to handle complex, nonuniform search spaces since the presence of multiple conflicting
objectives point to the potential presence of multiple solutions
at different regions of the space. The system must also be
able to take advantage of existing pharmaceutically relevant
knowledge to streamline the search process and achieve
better performance. Such knowledge may be supplied in the
form of implemented objective functions or rules to be used
for rejecting low quality candidates. Not only to facilitate
human expert understanding of the internal operations but
also to avoid information loss and misleading results the
system must represent candidate solutions using a molecular
graph data structure. Special emphasis must also be placed
on system flexibility, to enable easy choice of objectives,
and on performance and scalability issues to ensure practical
usefulness.
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Figure 1. In a multiobjective problem several equivalent, nondominated solutions may exist representing compromises among
the different objectives. Typically solutions to the problem are
ranked according to the number of other solutions dominating them,
i.e. solutions that are better in all objectives. Nondominated
solutions are labeled with ‘1’. The curved line represents the Paretofront. Note that both objectives in the example shown should be
minimized.

RELATED WORK

The research proposed in this paper follows a hybrid
approach, combining methods from the fields of multiobjective optimization, evolutionary algorithms/graphs, and de
novo molecular design and appropriately introducing innovative steps where needed. In this section we describe the
current status of related research placing special emphasis
on attempts to utilize ideas across the various fields.
Multiobjective Optimization. Optimization problems can
be classified according to the number of criteria their
objective function encodes. Single-objective problems encode
a single criterion while multiobjective problems encode
multiple. Accordingly, optimization techniques have been
designed to solve single-objective and multiobjective problems. Single-objective optimization (SOOP) methods explore
the feasible search space to find the optimum, the single best
solution, to a one-objective function. In contrast, in multiobjective settings it is often the case that no single best
solution can be found that outperforms all others in every
criterion, especially if the objectives involved are conflicting.7
In such cases, there are multiple solutions representing
various possible compromises among the objectives.4 These
solutions, known as nondominated solutions, are characterized by the fact that there are no other solutions that are
better than them in all of the objectives considered. The set
of nondominated solutions is also known as the Pareto-front
or the tradeoff surface. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of
nondominated solutions and the Pareto-front. Approximating
the Pareto-front is a challenging task since multiobjective
problems are often characterized by complex, nonuniform
search spaces with various local optima.
There are several classification schemes for MOOP
algorithms. Based on the quantity of the solutions produced
MOOP methods can be divided into those producing single
‘best’ solutions and those that attempt to map the entire
Pareto-front and thus provide a number of solutions of equal
rank. A second classification scheme is based on the user
interaction specifics. According to this scheme the three
distinct types of MOOP algorithms are the a priori methods
that take into account the preferences of the user before the
optimization process is conducted, the progressive methods
that require user interaction to guide the search, and the a
posteriori methods that require user intervention only after
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Figure 3. General scheme for evolutionary algorithms.
Figure 2. The solution set (blue dots) produced by a Pareto-based
multiobjective optimization method must converge to the true
Pareto-front (continuous curved line) and cover it effectively. Note
that both objectives in the example shown should be minimized.

the optimization process is completed.11 Typically, a posteriori methods tend to produce the Pareto-front of equivalent
solutions and enable the user to choose based on their specific
requirements.
A common MOOP method is the weighted-sum-ofobjective-functions method which essentially associates a
weight with each objective function and takes the weighted
sum of the objectives to be the new composite objective
function.9 The problem is thus transformed from multi- to
single-objective, and any method capable of solving single
optimization problems may be used to solve it. Despite its
simplicity and appeal the method faces several challenges.
The first is choosing the objective weights since it may not
be clear how objectives should be ranked. The second
problem relates to the loss of solutions due to the transformation of the problem to a simpler form. The use of a singleobjective method limits the number of solutions that are
retrieved to practically one when there exist a multitude of
equally good solutions with potentially different characteristics. A final criticism is that the weighted-sum-of-objectivefunctions method is limited in its ability to find solutions to
problems with nonconvex solution surfaces.9 Consequently,
even multiple runs of the method with varying objective
weights may be unable to approximate the true Pareto-front.
Pareto-based methods aim to identify multiple solutions
representing various compromises among the objectives
considered. Typically, the solutions are presented to the user
to choose according to the a posteriori paradigm. By
optimizing numerous properties simultaneously Pareto methods manage to avoid the pitfalls associated with methods
combining multiple objectives into a single one.4 The
challenge facing Pareto-based methods is to produce a set
of well-dispersed solutions representing effectively the true
optimal front12 as shown in Figure 2. The problem is
exacerbated by the complexity and size of the solution space
especially in cases with several objectives. Typical problems
faced by Pareto-based methods include failure to converge
to the true Pareto-front and lack of effective coverage of the
front. The latter is often due to the so-called genetic drift
phenomenon which leads to a distribution of solutions that
is not representative of the true front since it favors certain
regions and under-represents others.4
Evolutionary Algorithms. In the field of optimization
research, when confronted with complex, unknown search
landscapes, it is common to utilize algorithms inspired by
nature.13 Such algorithms, known as Evolutionary Algorithms

(EA) (see Figure 3), are known to have excellent capabilities
for global search even when little or no information is
available about the underlying functions defining the feasible
search space and only a target function of the optimization
problem to guide its search is available.14 Any EA designed
to solve a particular problem must have a genetic representation for potential solutions to the problem, a way to create
an initial population of potential solutions, a scoring mechanism to rate solutions in term of their fitness, a method to
select the subset of parents, and evolutionary operators that
generate offspring from parents.13 Additionally, the EA needs
to be supplied with values for various parameters it uses i.e.
population size, evolutionary operators probabilities, etc.
There are several variations of EA algorithms that differ
mainly in the representation of the solutions and the genetic
operators used to generate new candidate solutions by
varying representatives from the current population. The
representation of individuals in an EA is a task of crucial
importance since these mechanisms influence the ability to
represent accurately problem-specific individuals and measure their fitness. In addition, the mechanisms are instrumental to the processes of evolution since genetic operators
act on the chromosome structure. It is important to note the
potential consequences of encoding and decoding problem
solutions to algorithmic representations. Algorithmic representations are the genotypes of EAs on which evolutionary
operations occur. Just as in nature, genotypes need to be
expressed into phenotypes for biological operations to take
place; in EAs algorithmic representations are decoded into
solutions of the problem at hand. Consequently, the ability
of the genotype to capture and represent the specifics of the
problem and provide a suitable environment for phenotype evolution and optimization is essential. Simple genotype
structures may be convenient to manipulate, but in the case
of complex solutions they are subject to information loss
and require a more elaborate encoding/decoding mechanism.
Genetic Algorithms (GA) use a linear representation of
individuals, specifically a string of characters, traditionally
consisting of only 0 and 1. GAs utilize the evolutionary
operators of selection, random variation, and mating, through
mutation and recombination/crossover on the population of
individuals, e.g. the string chromosomes. Recombination is
achieved via the process of crossover where one pointsor
moresin the genotype of the parents is selected, and the
genotypes are split at that point and exchanged between the
parents. A round of random mutations may also be applied
on the parents or the offspring from the recombination
process often using a simple mutation operator to invert a
randomly chosen bit of an individual. The linear structure
of the chromosome and the limited availability of genes/
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building blocks is an issue to be confronted when using GAs
especially when dealing with problems where solutions are
naturally represented as more complex data structures.13
Several extensions to GAs that keep the linear nature of the
chromosome but use a richer set of genes, e.g. nonbinary or
real-valued, face a similar set of issues.
Genetic Programming (GP) is an extension of the GA that
uses a procedural or functional representation for solutions,
typically tree-based.15 In a typical setting GP uses a directed
acyclic graph with functions as nodes and terminals as leaves
to encode and optimize computer programs using EA
principles.14 Note that except for the solution representation
GP is identical to standard GA. Recombination is implemented as subtree crossover between two parents, while
mutation selects a random node of the tree and alters the
node accordingly depending on its type.15
Graph representations of individuals have also been used
in combination with EA methodology. Graph chromosome
encoding may consist of the graph and edge tables only,16 a
mechanism for serializing the information in the tables,17 or
graph data structures that enable manipulation of node and
edge objects.18 In all cases, appropriate mutation and
crossover operations need to be used to operate on the graph
chromosome representation. Crossover operations involve the
exchange of subgraphs, while mutation may alter nodes,
edges, or subgraphs.
Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEA). EAs
have also been used extensively for multiobjective problems
with several multiobjective optimization EAs (MOEA) cited
in the literature.4,9,10,12 MOEAs are particularly attractive
since their population-based approach enables the simultaneous search of multiple search space regions and thus the
identification of numerous Pareto-solutions in a single run.
Additionally, since EAs impose no constraints on the
morphology of the search space, they are suitable for
complex, multimodal surfaces such as the ones typically
produced by MOOP problems.4
In MOEAs the selection step of the solutions involves
fitness assessment of each individual solution to all objectives, establishment of a domination relation between all pairs
of individuals, Pareto ranking, and selection based on the
rank. Additionally, modern MOEAs often use niching (to
preserve solution diversity) and elitism (to record all nondominated solutions discovered in different rounds of execution). The latter components aim to assist MOEAs to
converge quicker and map the entire Pareto-front in a single
run.9
De Novo Design. DND methods face the task of effectively exploring a chemical search space estimated to be
on the order of 1060-10100.19 Such space cannot possibly be
fully enumerated, and so powerful search methods need to
be applied to detect the best possible solutions in a limited
amount of time. Pro_Ligand20 uses a Depth-First Search
method to incrementally design ligands fitting a model
derived from a well defined target receptor site or a collection
of highly similar actives. The method constructs the ligands
using standard chemical rules by matching fragments with
the model components. In later publications Pro_Ligand21
was complemented by a postprocessing GA-driven module
that further evolved the designed compounds. Chemical
Genesis22 used 3D molecular fragments to design molecules
using a single-objective evolutionary algorithm. The method
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recognized the need to accommodate multiple objectives and
therefore used a composite objective function, combining
both receptor and ligand-based objectives. Structure evolution
took place by directly operating on the chemical graph via
mutation and crossover with a preference on the former.
Several EA-driven applications have been using linear or
simple tree representations of molecules. Most of these
approaches use molecular fragments as building blocks.
Perturbation of the chemical structure is achieved by actions
such as addition, deletion, substitution, or exchange of whole
fragments. Douguet et al.23 used a pool of 3D fragments
which were combined in a linear fashion to form a chromosome string and a composite fitness function taking into
account both receptor and ligand-based constraints. TOPAS24
used 2D building blocks derived from known drug molecules
and an EA method to design molecules similar to a target
chemical structure. TOPAS as well as Flux25,26 used RECAP
analysis27 to generate the fragment building blocks and kept
information about the type of bonds at each attachment point.
Candidate compounds were then evolved via operations
taking into account chemical synthetic rules. Nachbar28
proposed a ligand-driven DND algorithm that uses a treelike
structure for molecule representation. Rings were represented
using special pointer nodes to link appropriate tree branches.
The method uses a single objective evolutionary approach
employing both mutation and a constrained crossover version
paying special attention not to make or break rings.
A different category of DND methods exploits the
SMILES chemical language29 to represent molecules. Weininger proposed an evolutionary method that used single atoms
and bonds as building blocks to design molecules satisfying
any single given objective function,30 while Douguet et al.31
chose fragments for building blocks. More recently, Lameijer
et al.32 describe a DND application that uses both atoms and
fragments to construct molecules although its mutations are
solely atom-based. Interestingly, this application requires the
human user to serve as a fitness function to the otherwise
evolutionary-based algorithm.
Globus18 introduced an evolutionary algorithm using
labeled, cyclic graphs to represent individuals. Evolution
takes place using exclusively crossover through a process
of fragmenting individuals in two and combining the parts
from the different parents. COG3 also uses a graph representation of chromosomes, but it uses both fragments and
atoms/bonds as building blocks and has an extended set of
genetic operators that includes both mutations and crossover
that enables crossing over rings. An added novelty to COG
is the use of a multiobjective fitness score mechanism based
on Pareto-ranking. Individual fitness is calculated using
quantitative structure-property relationship models.3 Brown
et al. have more recently published a similar method that
optimizes molecules directly in property space, allowing
multiple molecular properties to be optimized simultaneously.33
Overall, a wide variety of solution representation schemata,
molecule synthesis engines, compound evaluation criteria,
and search methods have been applied to de novo design.
While no standard de novo design methodology has emerged,
most of the recent approaches use some form of an EA to
search the chemical space and impose various limitations
on compound design by choosing a simpler representation
schema for molecular graphs. Similarly, perturbation opera-
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tors encoded are often restricted to exclusive use of fragments
as building blocks and constrained versions of mutation and
crossover. These limitations reduce the feasible search space
to solutions that, for example, can be formed using certain
fragments and synthesis rules.26 Although such reduction in
the search space risks missing potentially interesting solutions, it may also be advantageous, provided that the search
space is reduced in a meaningful way since it enables a more
thorough exploration of the remaining space. Additionally,
the majority of current DND methods ignores the multiobjective nature of the problem and uses a SOOP approach
capable only of finding solutions from a limited region of
the Pareto-front. A final point that needs to be raised is the
limited use of domain-specific knowledge in DND applications although some efforts have been made to ensure that
the solutions generated are valid through the use of buildingblocks derived from drugs and standard synthetic rules for
molecule generation. More extensive reviews on the topic
can be found in refs 2, 34, and 35 for the older methodologies.

external archive of Pareto-solutions found during all previous
iterations. If elitism is enabled, then the archive of Paretosolutions is merged with the current population before the
MOFit calculation step to form an extended population.
Recalculation of the Pareto-rank and diversity analysis are
performed on the extended set to calculate the MOFit score
of the solutions. The nondominated solutions of the extended
population are then stored in the Pareto-archive. Following,
MEGA checks for the termination conditions, typically if
the number of preset maximum allowed iterations has been
reached; if satisfied the process terminates. However, if this
is not the case, then the process moves to select the parent
subset population. Parent selection is performed using one
of the “best”, “roulette”, or “tournament” methods on the
MOFit scores of the solutions. The “best” method simply
selects the subset of solutions with the highest transformed
Pareto-rank score, whereas the “roulette” method selects
solutions via a probabilistic mechanism that assigns higher
selection probability to solutions with higher transformed
Pareto-rank. The “tournament” method picks random pairs
of solutions and selects the one with the highest transformed
Pareto-rank score. If the niching mechanism is not enabled,
then the chosen parent selection method is applied once on
the entire set of candidate solutions to generate the parent
subpopulation. If the niching mechanism is enabled, and thus
the MOFit scores consist of the transformed Pareto-rank and
the cluster assignment of the individual, then the selection
methods are applied on the clusters rather than the entire
population. The process picks one solution from each cluster
starting from the most populous cluster and proceeding to
clusters containing the fewest compounds. The process
traverses the set of clusters until the number of parents is
selected. The parents are then subjected to mutation and
crossover according to the probabilities indicated by the user.
The new population is formed by merging the original
population and the newly produced mutants and crossover
children. The process then iterates, and the new population
is subjected to fitness calculation against all objectives, hard
filtering and Pareto-ranking. Following, MEGA proceeds to
reduce the new population to the user defined population
size using a “roulette”-like method. The method is essentially
identical to the “roulette” parent selection method described
previously except that it assigns a higher selection probability
to the worst performing solutions. Best performing solutions,
i.e. nondominated solutions, have a selection probability of
zero. In the special case where the number of best performing
solutions exceed the user defined population size an adequate
number is randomly selected and marked as “excess”
solutions. If elitism is enabled, then these solutions are treated
as normal members of the population in the next steps of
the algorithm. However, if elitism is not enabled, then these
solutions are removed from the current population prior to
the parent selection step. Figure 4 summarizes the MEGA
framework process. While MEGA has been designed to
search for solutions compromising multiple objectives it can
also be used in a SOOP mode simply by eliminating the
Pareto-rank step and replacing the transformed Pareto-rank
score with the transformed single-objective score in all
following steps. Correspondingly, the diversity score is then
used in the same way as in the standard MOOP case.
The major components of MEGA are described in detail
below:

METHODS

The Multiobjective Evolutionary Graph Algorithm (MEGA)
framework combines evolutionary techniques with graph data
structures to directly manipulate graphs and perform a global
search for promising solutions. Additionally, MEGA can
incorporate problem-specific knowledge and local search
heuristics and techniques, to improve performance and
scalability.
MEGA initiates with the supply of a set of molecular
building blocks, the implemented objectives to be used for
scoring the graphs and a set of attributes controlling mutation
and crossover methods and probabilities, selection method,
hard filters for solution elimination, etc. Optionally, a set of
molecules to be used as the initial population may be supplied
as well. The supplied data are used to initiate internal data
structures, for example to create graph-based chromosomes
representing the molecules and to construct a list of building
block objects to use in subsequent steps. Next the algorithm
applies the objectives on the initial population to obtain a
list of scores for each individual. The list of scores may be
used for the elimination of solutions with values outside the
range allowed by the corresponding active hard filters. In
the next step, the list of scores is subjected to a Paretoranking procedure as described in ref 36. According to this
procedure the rank of an individual is set to the number of
individuals that dominate it incremented by 1, thus nondominated individuals are assigned rank order 1 (see Figure
1). At this phase the algorithm proceeds to calculate a
MultiObjective Fitness (MOFit) score for each individual.
There are two ways of calculating such a score, controlled
by user preferences: the first simply uses a linear transformation function that assigns a higher score to solutions with
low Pareto-rank. This method operates exclusively on
phenotypes, i.e. in solution space. The second method
invokes a niching mechanism that performs diversity analysis
of the population via clustering of the genotypes, i.e. the
chemical structures, and subsequently prepares a two-valued
MOFit score that consists of both the linear transformation
of the Pareto-rank and the cluster assignment of the
individual. An additional optional step at the users’ disposal
is the application of elitism which creates and maintains an
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Figure 4. The MEGA algorithm framework. Note the Paretoarchive component storing an elite population of solutions at each
generation.

Graph-Based Chromosomes. MEGA uses graph-based
chromosomes to avoid the information loss associated with
the encoding of more complex structures into simpler ones.
In addition to the molecular graph, MEGA chromosomes
contain information that can be used during evolutionary
design including details related to their synthesis. Specifically, chromosomes contain information about their parent
structure(s) and the operation that produced them including
the fragments used (if any), the synthetic rule (if any), the
type of operation (mutation or crossover), etc.
Building Block Generation. MEGA uses atoms, bonds,
and fragments as building blocks. For the purposes of this
implementation we use a substructure mining tool37 able to
extract fragments from graphs in a variety of ways including
frequent subgraph mining38 and the RECAP chemical bond
type identification and cleaving technique.27 This tool
facilitates the preparation of a large pool of building blocks
that contain information about their attachment points and
the type of bond cleaved at each attachment point prior to
evolutionary design. The resulting fragments are profiled
using available knowledge on the molecules that contain
them, and weights, reflecting their privileged or not status,
are recorded. Essentially, the weight of a specific fragment
is incremented by one for each molecule containing it that
has a favorable biological profile, e.g. is a drug, or is “active”
against the target of interest and decremented by one for
each molecule containing it that is considered unfavorable.
The weights are exploited in later steps of the algorithm in
two ways: first, to increase the chances of the highly weighted
fragments to take part in the formation of the initial
population and, second, to favor the selection of privileged
fragments for use during evolutionary steps, and especially
mutation, described in detail in a later section. The RECAP
utility of the tool is also used during evolutionary operations
as explained in a following section.
Objective Encoding-Scorers. Several methods for assessing the fitness of a molecule have been prepared. The
methods fall in three main categories:
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(a) Binding Affinity Scorers. We have chosen to use the
docking program Glamdock5 recently developed by Tietze
and Apostolakis. We have developed pyChill, a python
wrapper for Glamdock to enable tight integration into our
de novo design system and facilitate the encoding of docking
related objectives, i.e. objectives based on the predicted
binding affinity of a designed molecule to a target protein.
The designed molecules are docked into the binding site of
the corresponding protein, and the interaction score of the
best solution is used as an objective function. Settings for
docking correspond to the slow settings described in ref 5.
The ChillScore5 is used to score interactions. This integration
allows us to easily prepare a binding affinity scorer for a
chosen target protein and produce fitness scores of our
designed molecules via an interactive process in real time.
(b) Molecular Similarity Scorers. Our system can use
molecular similarity as a distinct objective when one of our
goals is to produce molecules that resemble (or are quite
different from) a known ligand. The method used for this
purpose relies on the calculation of a variation of the atomtype descriptor vectors proposed in ref 39 that includes ring
membership information of the calculated atom types.
Similarity calculations are performed using the Tanimoto
measure.40
(c) Chemical Structure Scorers. Often, selected classes of
drug molecules tend to obey some simple rules easily
calculable from the chemical graph of a molecule. An
example of this type of rules is the widely known oralbioavailability Rule-of-Five described by Lipinski et al.41
In order to exploit such rules and generate fitness scores for
the molecular structure we have encoded scorers measuring
simple molecular structure properties such as the number of
rotatable bonds, the number of hydrogen bond donors and
acceptors, and the molecular weight.
In addition to their use to guide the optimization process,
objective scorers may also be used as hard-filters, to remove
solutions with fitness values outside a predefined allowed
range provided by the user. Objectives used in this manner
are typically referred to as secondary, while objectives used
to guide optimization are considered primary. In a typical
scenario chemical structure scorers may be used as secondary
objectives to filter out solutions not conforming to the Ruleof-Five41 and constrain the search space.
Niching Mechanism. The MEGA framework uses a
unique niching mechanism to preserve graph chromosome
diversity and ensure that a variety of different promising
subgraphs (scaffolds/chemotypes) survive long enough in the
evolution cycle to contribute to the solution search. The
technique is based on diversity analysis at the genotype level,
i.e. the graph chromosomes. In the current implementation
we have used the Wards agglomerative clustering technique42
and our variation of atom-type descriptors.39 The resulting
Wards cluster tree is processed with the Kelley cluster level
selection method42 to identify the main solution clusters.
Typically 4-50 clusters are produced at each population
depending on the size and diversity of the population, the
type and number of objectives to be optimized, the type of
evolutionary operations performed, etc. We have found no
significant trend in the number of clusters as the algorithm
goes through the populations. The clusters obtained are
ranked based on their size, and solutions are labeled with
the characteristics of the cluster they belong to. The results
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from clustering are used in the preparation of a special
solution score, the MOFit, that has two values, the linear
transformation of the Pareto-rank of the solution and the
cluster assignment, to allow the sampling of diverse populations. Care is exercised to accommodate the likely presence
of singleton and under-represented clusters often found when
the population size is small or particularly diverse. Such
clusters may cause problems during selection since, for
example, the “tournament” method requires at least two
members in each cluster to function. To avoid this type of
problem MEGA implements appropriate rules, such as
allowing only simple selection from singleton clusters.
Elitism-Pareto-Archiving. Elitism, a mechanism designed
specifically to preserve good nondominated solutions from
getting lost,43 is implemented in MEGA. The mechanism
uses an archive of Pareto-solutions of unlimited size where
all nondominated solutions found over all iterations are
stored. In effect, MEGA merges the Pareto archive with the
current population before the MOFit calculation step and uses
this larger set as the current population. The algorithm then
processes the new current population set via Pareto-ranking,
diversity analysis, and MOFit calculation as described above.
The Pareto-archive is then reset to contain only the Paretosolutions of this new set. Note that the unlimited size of the
Pareto-archive allows the storage and preservation of a
number of solutions exceeding the user-defined population
size. The algorithm is a result of observations made during
initial runs of MEGA where some promising nondominated
solutions were lost due to limitations related to population
size.
Graph-Specific Evolutionary Operations. MEGA evolves
solutions through a set of operations at the level of single
bonds and atoms as well as on fragments. The processes can
be divided into two main categories, those inspired by
mutation and those inspired by crossover. The mutation
inspired processes include modifications of the atom and
bond types and insertion and removal of single atoms and
bonds as well as insertion, removal, and exchange of
fragments. For fragment insertion, an attachment point is first
chosen, and a fragment from the weighted fragment collection is chosen and attached. For the fragment removal and
exchange operations RECAP is used to break the molecule
in two disconnected parts and either remove or replace one
of them with a fragment from the fragment collection. Note
that fragment weights influence the probability of selection
of a fragment for the insertion and exchange operations. Also
note that users can optionally restrict the exchange fragment
operation to building blocks with attachment points of
compatible RECAP bond types in order to increase synthetic
feasibility chances. Crossover takes place using two operations. The first identifies and cleaves a RECAP-type bond
in each of two parents and recombines the resulting fragments
to generate offspring. In a manner similar to the exchange
fragment operation described above, this type of crossover
can also be restricted to breaking specific bond types and
combining fragments with compatible bond types in order
to produce chemical designs with higher chances of being
synthesizable. The second uses a methodology initially
proposed in ref 18 and later used in ref 3 as well. A bond is
selected randomly in each of two parents and removed. If
the bond is part of a ring system, then additional appropriate
bonds are also cleaved to obtain two fragments. The resulting

fragments are then recombined to generate offspring. Note
that a check and repair or discard mechanism is applied to
ensure that the resulting offspring are valid molecules with
respect to valences. Briefly, in its current implementation
the mechanism identifies atoms with valence problems and
attempts to repair them by either removing hydrogens
attached to the atom or by downgrading atom bonds to a
lower order, i.e. converts a double bond to single or a triple
to double. If such action is not possible or sufficient to fix
the problem, then the offspring is discarded.
Exploitation of Available and Generated Knowledge.
In an effort to improve search efficiency MEGA incorporates
simple heuristics that can be used to exploit existing
pharmacologically relevant knowledge that has accumulated
during past efforts to discover drugs. The heuristics involve
the usage of the weights associated with the fragment
building blocks provided and result in favoring those with a
privileged status, i.e. increased weight. Additionally, knowledge of the current status of the Pareto-front is also monitored
and exploited to self-adapt certain attributes controlling the
optimization process. In the current implementation MEGA
uses the results of the diversity analysis to identify underrepresented regions in the Pareto-front. Based on this new
knowledge as well as the information about the generation
history contained within each chromosome MEGA favors
fragments that were used previously to produce underrepresented solutions and thus increases the chance of
generating new solutions from specific regions of the space.
RESULTS

The validation of MEGA included tests on both single and
multiobjective de novo design problems. An account of the
tests performed and the results obtained follows. All runs
were performed on a computer equipped with an Intel Core
2 Duo 3 GHz processor and 2GB of memory. Since singleobjective tests were only used for testing algorithm correctness and finding reasonable settings for the MOOP runs, they
are only briefly described.
Data Sets. Two data sets were used during the MEGA
tests performed. Data set 1, a set of Estrogen Receptor (ER)
ligands,44 contains 53 compounds. Data set 2, obtained from
PubChem,45 is an ER-alpha inhibitor assay data set with the
label Bioassay 713 - HTS for Estrogen Receptor-alpha
Coactivator Binding inhibitors. Data set 2 contains 439
compounds for which an activity label is also available from
PubChem.
Building Blocks. A single collection of 2363 building
blocks was used for all the tests performed. The collection
was prepared in advance of the tests and was supplied by
the user during run time. The building blocks were obtained
via fragmentation of data sets 1 and 2 described above with
the substructure mining tool provided by ref 37 described
previously. Building block weights were assigned according
to the activity label of the molecules containing it. If the
molecule was in data set 1 or was labeled active in data set
2, then the building block weight was incremented by 1. If
the molecule containing a building block was labeled inactive
in data set 2, then the weight was decremented by 1.
SOOP Application. MEGA has been initially applied to
a series of single-objective de novo design problems for
testing purposes. Both ligand-driven and receptor-driven tests
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Figure 5. Successive evolution of a chemical structure toward a known molecule, in this case ibuproxam. The molecules shown were the
best performers (most similar) in generations 1, 20, and 100. At generation 250 the best molecule was identical to the query molecule in
descriptor space. The size of the population used in the specific run was 50, and the selection mechanism was roulette.

were performed to test the ability of the algorithm to design
molecules meeting single criteria that can be relatively easier
to assess. The tests involved designing molecules with high
similarity to a known ligand or binding affinity to a given
receptor. We applied similar experimental settings for the
two tests. Analytically, we used population sizes 10, 20, 50,
and 100 and all types of parent selection mechanisms
encoded, i.e. best, roulette, tournament. Runs were performed
with the diversity-based niching mechanism enabled or off.
Three types of evolutionary operation combinations were
tested with mutation only, crossover only, and both mutation
and crossover applied. Mutation probability was set at 0.25
and crossover at 1.0. Runs were performed for each settings
combination. Results were assessed after 20, 50, 100, 500,
and 1000 iterations for the ligand-driven tests and 20, 50,
and 100 iterations for the receptor-driven tests. For each test
case the initial population was selected from a user-defined
data set.
In the similarity-driven tests the single objective function
used was similarity to ibuproxam, a molecule with a
relatively simple chemical structure (see Figure 5). Note that
this test case mimics the capabilities of several modern,
ligand-driven DND algorithms including ones in refs 18, 24,
and 26. The initial population was selected randomly from
data set 1, and the 2363 building block collection was used.
Since the building blocks were not related in any way with
the specific similarity objective, the weights were disabled,
i.e. all fragments were set to weight one. Results indicated
that the MEGA algorithm meets this similarity objective. The
results also demonstrated that the effect of population size
is significant with larger population sizes consistently
producing better results both in number of iterations required
to converge and the similarity of the final products to the
query molecule. Overall, the roulette selection mechanism
using both mutation and crossover provided the best set of
results. Time requirements for the execution of the runs were
limited to less than 2 min for the lengthiest of the runs, i.e.
a run with population 100, 1000 iterations, mutation,
crossover, and diversity analysis enabled.
A second single-objective test aimed to design molecules
based on predicted binding affinity to the ER-alpha receptor.
Note that this test case corresponds to several of the original
DND approaches.2 The initial population was sampled in a
quasi-random approach from data set 2. The method used
atom-type descriptors39 and the Tanimoto measure40 to
calculate the similarity of all compounds to tamoxifen and
then selected randomly from the subset of compounds having
similarity values less than 0.4 to tamoxifen. This guaranteed
that no member of the initial population would be similar to
a molecule known to bind strongly to the target receptor.
The 2363 fragment collection was used; however, weights

Figure 6. Results from a SOOP de novo design run with the only
objective being binding score to ER-alpha. The depicted design
has a significantly better score than tamoxifen, the commercial drug
targeting ER-alpha. This extreme design has been selected to
showcase the potential problems with optimization runs that ignore
the presence of multiple objectives.

were enabled this time. Time requirements for the execution
of the runs were substantially higher than in the similaritybased objective tests. A typical run with population 50, 100
iterations, mutation, crossover, and diversity analysis enabled
took approximately 20 h. Results indicate that MEGA can
generate solutions comparing favorably with the known
solutions, i.e. the drugs designed for the specific receptors,
in this case tamoxifen. This conclusion refers only to the
docking scores obtained for the new compounds in comparison to tamoxifen. Figure 6 presents a designed structure
with a high predicted binding affinity score to ER-alpha. Note
the obvious nondruglike characteristics and potential structural issues of the design caused by focusing the exploration
of the space exclusively to interaction score. This outcome
exemplifies the risks associated with excessive training of
the optimization process in combination with single-objective
optimization. Failure to take into account any other objectives
to guide the optimization, or as hard filters, may lead to
overfit individuals that suffer from overspecialization to the
objective under consideration.
Overall, the results of MEGA for the single-objective tests
demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to explore the
chemical space given a clear objective to use for solution
scoring. Furthermore, our tests demonstrated the importance
of the population size used which consistently had a
substantial effect on the quality of the solutions produced.
This is probably true because the size of the population
provides a greater, more diverse sample of the global search
space to the algorithm to start with and a breeding environment more representative of the global search space. The
number of iterations was also of substantial importance as
well as the parent selection mechanism, with “roulette”
typically performing better than the “best” or “tournament”
selection methods. However, the latter settings could not
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Figure 7. Pareto-front approximations with population 10 at
generations 1, 20, 50, and 100 (lines with circles, triangles, x’s,
and squares, respectively). The objective function results were
transformed for clarity to depict two minimization objectives, i.e.
the ER-alpha score is inverted. Later generations tend to “move”
the approximated Pareto-front toward the ideal-point (bottom left).
The run shown uses the diversity-based niching mechanism but
not elitism, and thus the number of Pareto-solutions is limited by
the user defined population size.

compensate for the effect of a small population size. It was
also observed that the use of the diversity mechanism did
not really affect the quality of the single best solution
produced. Finally, our findings highlighted the problem of
overfitting, associated with excessive training and focus of
the search process on a single objective.
MOOP Application. In a more challenging test case,
appropriate for testing the abilities of MEGA, the algorithm
implementations have been used to design molecules exhibiting selectivity between two target receptors. Specifically, the
goal in these experiments is to discover molecules with high
binding affinity toward a known target receptor site and low
binding activity to another receptor. For this specific test case
we used ER-beta (pdb code: 2fsz1) as the “positive” target
and ER-alpha (pdb code: 1xpc), a closely related target, as
a “negative” target. Additionally, a third objective imposed
was similar to a known ER-alpha ligand, tamoxifen. This
additional objective, encoded via the similarity scorer mechanism described previously, was applied as a hard filter to
constrain the chemical structures designed to those exhibiting
Tanimoto similarity to tamoxifen greater than 0.4. The
similarity objective has been applied in order to favor the
design of more familiar chemical structures which could
facilitate validation of the testing results. A collection of
chemical structure scorers, e.g. molecular weight, hydrogenbond donors and acceptors, and number of rotatable bonds,
were also used. The latter scorers, set to values generally in
line to the Rule-of-Five41 for oral bioavailability, were not
used during the optimization process; rather they were
applied as hard filters in each generation to remove potentially problematic designs from further consideration. In the
case where the application of the hard filters resulted in fewer
solutions than required by the algorithm for parent selection
the filters were ignored. This only proves necessary in very
few cases during the initial iterations of the algorithm. The
experimental settings for the MOOP tests were similar to
those of the SOOP tests performed previously. The initial
population was sampled as described previously, in a quasirandom fashion from data set 2, and included populations
ranging between 10 and 100. The 2363 building block
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collection with weights was used. The number of iterations
ranged from 10 to 100. All selection mechanisms encoded
were tested. Furthermore, runs were performed with and
without the diversity mechanism for niching and elitism. The
MOOP selectivity tests carry a heavy computational burden
due to the multiple, repeated docking experiments performed
at each generation. Indicatively, a MEGA run with the
settings described above and population 20, 100 iterations,
mutation, crossover, diversity analysis, and elitism enabled
took approximately 40 h.
Apart from the solutions removed during the hard filtering
step all other designs were kept. This allowed the algorithm
to search for the entire Pareto-front compromising the
targeted objectives. As a result we obtained solutions ranging
from one extreme, i.e. high binding affinity to both receptors,
to the other extreme, i.e. reduced binding affinity to both
receptors. In between the two extremes several compromising
solutions were obtained approximating the ideal point (Figure
7). As expected, runs with niching resulted in solutions with
more diverse genotypes, i.e. chemical structures, than runs
with no use of diversity. The density of the Pareto-front, i.e.
the number of Pareto-solutions in between the two extremes,
was heavily influenced by the use of niching and/or elitism.
In runs with no diversity or elitism enabled, and runs with
just diversity enabled, the size of the final Pareto-front was
limited by the user-defined population size. Note that despite
this limitation, the final Pareto-front produced may slightly
exceed the population size depending on the number of
nondominated solutions produced in the final population
since MEGA retains all best performing solutions until after
the termination conditions are checked. Figure 7 shows an
example of a final Pareto-front produced by a MEGA run
with population size 10 and the niching mechanism enabled,
consisting of 12 nondominated solutions. In contrast, in runs
using elitism where no such limitations exist due to the
storage of the entire set of nondominated solutions found
over all iterations in the Pareto-archive, a larger number of
nondominated solutions, exceeding the user-defined population size, was produced. Typically, when the user-defined
population size is too small, for example 10 or 20, the
number of nondominated solutions in the Pareto-archive
reaches the user-defined population size more quickly than
when the population size is larger. The nondominated
solutions were subsequently used in conjunction with the
current generation population by the niching mechanism and
the parent selection methods as described in the algorithmic
section of this paper. The final Pareto-front approximation
presented to the user was that stored in the Pareto-archive,
if elitism was enabled, or the nondominated solutions of the
final population. A run with a population of 20, 50 iterations
using mutation, crossover, diversity analysis, and roulette
selection produced a Pareto-front consisting of 11 nondominated solutions. A run with identical settings but employing
elitism resulted in a Pareto-front with 23 solutions.
The solutions in the final Pareto-front provide a global
view of the possible solution space to the user and enable
him/her to make their selections a posteriori based on their
preferences and goals. Although all the solutions of the
generated Pareto-front satisfy the multiple hard filters applied
and represent different compromises of the two objectives
used to guide the optimization, i.e. docking scores toward
ER-beta and ER-alpha, the interesting region of the Pareto-
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Figure 8. Tamoxifen (upper left) and a group of 4 chemical
structures designed by MEGA during a run performed for the
MOOP validation tests. The 4 structures are representative of the
section of the Pareto-front where solutions exhibit increased docking
affinity to ER-beta than ER-alpha and are sorted according to
predicted selectivity potential.

front for the problem under consideration is found where
solutions exhibit high docking affinity to ER-beta and
substantially lower affinity to ER-alpha. For the test run
described above, with elitism enabled and a resulting Paretofront of 23 solutions, the interesting region contained 14
structures. Several of these structures have reasonable,
interesting chemical designs and may serve as idea generators
for further development following expert validation, while
others are less promising due to reasons such as relatively
poorer selectivity performance or potential structural issues.
Further analysis via visual inspection and Tanimoto similarity
calculations revealed that the 14 structures belong to 4
structural groups. Figure 8 presents tamoxifen and a group
of 4 chemical structures, one from each of the identified
structural groups. Each of the structures shown is characterized by the highest predicted selectivity potential within its
group. Note the diversity of the structures, a result of the
diversity analysis performed during the MEGA fitness
calculation step. In order to obtain such range of solutions
with traditional, single-objective methods multiple runs with
different settings favoring one or the other objective at a
different ratio each time could be attempted. However, even
an exhaustive set of experiments with different objective
weights would fail to discover solutions in certain solution
surfaces.9 Moreover, single-objective optimization runs
require caution to avoid overtraining and generation of overfit
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individuals. MEGA, through the use of multiple objectives,
can restrict the search space and prevent the survival of
overspecialized solutions. Figure 9 presents one of the
structures, the most similar to tamoxifen, docked in the ERbeta and ER-alpha pockets.
Once again the results obtained stressed the positive effect
of a large population size. As a general rule, runs with larger
population sizes consistently outperformed runs with smaller
population sizes, all other parameters being equal. This
observation held even for relatively small population size
differences, e.g. 20 vs 25. The observations on the effect of
the number of iterations and the selection mechanism used
were similar to those made for the single-objective tests.
The use of the niching mechanism in combination with
elitism provided a larger number of solutions covering a more
extended range of compromises. In comparison, the application of MEGA without niching and elitism resulted not only
in less dense Pareto-fronts as expected but also in Paretofronts of comparatively limited span. Interestingly, for small
enough population sizes, a similar effect was sometimes
obtained when only using the diversity-based niching mechanism. Further analysis indicated that the niching mechanism
on its own sometimes fails to meet its goals, i.e. preserve
solution diversity at the genotype level, despite the diversity
analysis and sampling of the nondominated solutions it
performs. The mechanism clearly works initially in identifying a diverse set of nondominated solutions, but as more
and more points on the Pareto-front are produced, the
algorithm necessarily drops some of the nondominated
solutions because of the fixed population size allowed. This
behavior may sometimes lead to dropping solutions important
enough to cause loss of large sections of the Paretoapproximation surface and thus reduce diversity. However,
on average, the niching mechanism proved to be effective
in preventing genetic drift and domination conditions which
appeared significantly more frequently when MEGA was
used with no niching. It is worth noting that niching, as
implemented in MEGA, enables the preservation of diversity
both in genotype and phenotype space as can be seen by the
span of the Pareto-approximations shown in Figure 7 and
the structurally diverse solutions presented in Figure 8.
Elitism, through the use of the Pareto-archive, managed to
preserve diversity and produce comparatively better Paretosolution sets in each execution run. Figure 10 presents and
compares various Pareto-front approximations.
Further, our series of tests showed that MEGA with
niching and elitism enabled consistently produces similar
Pareto-approximations in different runs with the same

Figure 9. Sample chemical structure proposed by the algorithm. Left: The sample design in 2D format. Center: The sample docked
in ER-beta. Right: The sample design docked in ER-alpha. Note that the proposed design causes several collisions (red barrels) in
ER-alpha.
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Figure 10. Left: Evolution of Pareto-front approximations obtained with elitism at iterations 1, 10, 20, and 50 (lines with circles, triangles,
x’s, and squares, respectively). Later generations have a more advanced (closer to the ideal point) and dense front approximation. Right:
A comparison between the final Pareto-front approximations obtained with and without elitism. Note that the front with elitism (line with
triangles) contains more Pareto-solutions and has a larger spread than the front without elitism (line with circles).

parameters (similarity here refers to the density and span of
the generated Pareto-approximations). On the contrary, when
no niching and no elitism are used, results show a much
greater variation. Results obtained with runs of the algorithm
using just the niching mechanism, although more consistent
on average than the results of the algorithm used without
the niching and elitism mechanisms, still showed considerable deviation occasionally. Overall, smaller populations tend
to show greater variation than larger populations possibly
explained by the inability of small populations to cover
effectively a representative sample of the solution space. The
set of building blocks used by the algorithm is also very
important for the obtained results. Experimentation with
smaller and/or unweighted building block sets, all other
parameters kept equal, showed that the resulting Paretoapproximations had a more limited span and were less
advanced compared to the fronts produced by runs using the
2363 weighted building block collection derived from
compounds tested on the biological targets of interest. A
similar conclusion was reached for the importance of the
data sets used for the selection of the initial populations
although to a lesser extent. These observations indicate that
the sources of building blocks and the data sets used to select
the initial population represent a simple, yet effective,
possibility for the user to control the region of the chemical
space for the search.
MEGA also proved able to cope with situations where one
of the primary objectives is easier to achieve than the other.
In the specific example, identifying solutions with reduced
binding affinity to ER-alpha is substantially simpler than
designing solutions with increased binding affinity to ERbeta. If left unattended, the uneven nature of the objectives
can lead to the discovery of more solutions satisfying the
easier objective, a more intense exploration of the corresponding section of the search space which in turn may result
to genetic drift and potential domination conditions. Owing
to its hard-filtering capabilities MEGA enabled the elimination of solutions overfit to the simpler objective, while the
usage of the niching mechanism ensured that no domination
conditions from solutions found in any specific region of
the search space could take place. As a result, the progress
of the search process as indicated by the Pareto-sets produced

in successive iterations of the specific MOOP study has been
even, spanning an increasingly larger range of the search
space (Figures 7 and 10).
Overall the specific test case, which constitutes one of the
main motivating factors for this research, showed that the
MEGA algorithmic framework can be of use to the drug
discovery process. The effect of various evolutionary algorithm parameters has been investigated and partially elucidated, and the contributions that both a chemical structurebased niching mechanism and an elite population, to preserve
solution loss, have been demonstrated. We believe that the
latter findings, i.e. the usefulness of appropriate chemical
structure-based niching mechanism and an elite population
in multiobjective problem settings, are particularly important.
CONCLUSIONS

Modern drug discovery process typically emphasizes
potency and underestimates additional molecular properties
in the early stages of lead identification and optimization.1
Indeed, one of the common causes for lead compounds to
fail in the later stages of drug discovery is the lack of
adequate consideration of multiple objectives (e.g., ADMET
properties) at the early stage of optimization of candidate
compounds.4 Current de novo design approaches also focus
on optimizing a single property, typically similar to a known
ligand or docking affinity to a receptor. In this paper we
propose the use of MEGA, a custom de novo design
algorithmic framework capable of optimizing several pharmaceutical objectives simultaneously.
The research presented introduces a new class of hybrid
multiobjective algorithms that use graphs for solution
representation and exploit available knowledge through the
use of privileged fragment building blocks. Furthermore, it
proposes the use of a custom niching mechanism, specifically
designed to preserve chemotype diversity in the population
of solutions, and elitism, to avoid loss of promising solutions.
As a general framework MEGA has the ability to accommodate numerous objectives as primary, to guide the
optimization process, or secondary, as hard filters, to limit
the search space. Accordingly, the current MEGA implementation has been equipped with mechanisms for the
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assessment of receptor, ligand, and chemical structure related
objectives. The results obtained indicate that the use of
niching and elitism, as implemented and applied, contribute
to improved performance of the proposed system. As a
simple case study, we have applied our de novo design
system to the significant and challenging problem of target
affinity selectivity and obtained several interesting designs
predicted to have a significantly higher binding affinity to
ERb than the similar ERa.
FUTURE WORK

Our future work plans include both research on algorithmic
enhancements as well as problem-specific applications of the
system. Our immediate next step will focus on developing
and integrating additional objective functions, especially
ADME-Tox criteria, to guide search and optimization away
from problematic chemical structures. Research in this
direction will need to address issues with high-dimensional
problems and Pareto-frontiers. Such problems pose additional
challenges compared to low-dimensional problems in terms
of the identification of a good Pareto set approximation, the
computational resources required, and the choice of an
appropriate solution subset from a set of alternative solutions
by the end user.46 We plan to exploit current research
findings on the usage of dimensionality reduction techniques
to decrease the number of objectives,46,47 to develop methods
to assess the usefulness of each objective function in
conjunction with other objectives, and to exploit potential
objective orthogonality and redundancy issues. A related
effort will concentrate on adding further domain knowledge
exploitation capabilities to MEGA in the form of rules and
local search techniques. Of special interest and priority is
the issue of synthetic feasibility of the chemical structures
proposed by the algorithm. Although MEGA includes some
elements that may favor designs with higher synthesizability
potential, such as the storage of attachment point bond types
and the exploitation of this information during evolutionary
design, efforts in this direction are still inadequate. As a result
the algorithm may produce designs with obvious structural
problems, and thus expert validation of the final outcome of
the program is essential. Currently, we are exploring the
addition of a virtual synthesis engine that will utilize available
domain knowledge encoded in the form of synthetic rules.
An additional direction of research will investigate the
parallelization of the algorithm implementation to enable the
application of the system on large scale distributed systems
(e.g., the grid) and handling a considerably larger number
of objectives and search spaces. On the application front,
effort will be placed on applying the system as part of a
pharmaceutical project through collaboration with expert
partners a development that will enable actual experimental
laboratory validation of our results.
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